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TUDIES ON THE ROLE OF RELIGION and religious
healing in Vietnamese communities in the
United States, geographically from the San
Francisco Bay Area (California) to Oklahoma, and
chronologically from the 1980s to the 1990s, all agree
that religion, primarily Buddhism and Catholicism,
plays the crucial role in providing spiritual support
resources during the resettlement process of the
three waves of Vietnamese refugees and immigrants.1 In addition, the introduction of rarely
known Vietnamese cults also enriches the multidimensional religious picture of the community. The
Tu phu cong dong,2 a Vietnamese spirit possession
cult, is regarded as “a religion and a health care
resource for members of both sexes, but it represents views of the world that are culturally defined
as female.”3 In 1982, within a broader context, the
ground-breaking survey Indigenous Healers in
Southeast Asian Refugee Communities presented various types of Vietnamese religious healers, such as
spirit mediums (ong dong, ba dong), “sorcerers”
(thay phap), Buddhist priests, and lay monks (cu si),
and provided two case examples exclusively dealing
with spirit possession issues.
Almost twenty years after the publication of the
survey, I now reexamine in this paper the range of
religious healing options, not in California, where
the largest Vietnamese community in the United
States is found, but in Boston, Massachusetts, whose
population of Vietnamese American is estimated at
four thousand.4
The Vietnamese living in Boston find important
religious healing resources in both Buddhism and
Catholicism. As a place of religious accommodations, the Buddhist temple presents various healing
options incorporated from different religious
sources, including Chinese astrology, Vietnamese
ancestor worship, and even Tibetan Buddhism.
Vietnamese elderly Catholic associations offer
strong spiritual support for their members, providing them with significant healing effectiveness.
Finally, a new cult with a strong healing emphasis,
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the Supreme Master Ching Hai International
Association, also attracts some Vietnamese adherents in Boston.
Solitary People and Religious Supports
What if one finds oneself alone, without any familial assistance, both spiritually and materially? The
very common answer is to seek help and advice
from societal organizations and their counselors.
According to Ms. Huong Do of the Vietnamese
Youth and Family Center in Dorchester, the
Vietnamese solitary, needy, and poor elders can go
to these organizations for material support, such as
medications and food, but they never want to reveal
their situations in detail to counselors in order to
receive their advice.5 People believe that, once one
knows of their situations, the whole community will
consequently know of their miseries, and this is
shameful. Accordingly, they keep their personal
problems secret. They do not want to make public,
in a secular context, their anxieties, but search for
more secure and sacred environments in which to
consult with more confidential authorities. Catholic
priests and Buddhist monks function not only as
their religious leaders, but also as their counselors,
who help them heal their spiritual wounds and
assist them in solving this-worldly issues.6
Spirit Mediums and Fortune-tellers
It is noteworthy that no trace of the Tu phu cong
dong and spirit possession cults are found in the
Boston area. This can be explained by examining
different factors. First, the Vietnamese population of
Boston—and of Massachusetts—is not as large as
that of California. Furthermore, most of the population is settled in Dorchester, where two active
Vietnamese Catholic parishes and two Buddhist
temples are located. Second, twenty years have gone
by since the publication of Indigenous Healers in
Southeast Asian Refugee Communities, which, at that
time, already concluded: “[I]ndigenous healing systems are being utilized less than they were in
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Southeast Asia and often in conjunction with western medicine” (p. 54). Thus, the absence of these
spirit mediums in the Boston area is understandable.
“Having settled down here, who still wants to
practice those things?”—Mr. Hung, a Buddhist who
is in his late seventies and has lived in Dorchester for
more than seven years, raised his eyebrows and,
astonished, asked this question.7 For people like Mr.
Hung, spirit mediums and the like are “superstitions,” and there is no room for them in a “highly
developed country.” Mr. Vui Le of Dorchester, who is
in his late thirties, and identifies himself as an ancestor worshiper, also confirms the absence of spirit
mediums and sorcerers in the Dorchester area,
where the highest Vietnamese population is found.8
However, the Vietnamese continue consulting fortune-tellers and geomancers about various events in
their lives.
Customers visiting Vietnamese supermarkets in
Boston at the time of the lunar New Year often
receive free calendars printed in three languages—
English, Chinese, and Vietnamese. Based on Chinese
astrology, the calendar shows people their good and
bad days in great detail. Sharing the same zodiac system with the Chinese (save for the cat in place of the
rabbit), the Vietnamese may consult the calendar,
with reference to their zodiacal ages and constellational systems as described in the calendar, to determine the good times for shop openings, weddings,
funerals, home repairs, and different crucial events.
Buddhist Temples and Religious
Accommodations
Under the section heading “Buddhism,” World
Religions in Boston lists three Buddhist temples
closely tied to the Vietnamese community: Temple
Vietnam (Roslindale), Universal Buddhist Congregation (East Boston), and Chua Luc Hoa (also
known as Boston Buddhist Culture Center,
Dorchester).9 Considering Buddhism to be an integral part of Vietnamese culture, these three
Buddhist temples find themselves not only serving
the spiritual life of the community, but also preserving Vietnamese identity for generations to come.
Coping with Chinese Astrology in the Buddhist
Ceremony of Praying for Peace
The Universal Buddhist Congregation Temple (popularly known as “Chua Boston,” or “Boston
Buddhist Temple”) has served the community since
1987. Dharma Master (Phap su) Thich Giac Duc, the
spiritual leader of the temple, is a renowned reli-

gious figure in the overseas Vietnamese Buddhist
community and is known for advocating that
Buddhist monks be permitted to marry. The temple
provides several religious services, such as celebrations of major Buddhist events, weekly Sunday ceremonies, wedding ceremonies, and memorial services. Different sorts of religious, but non-Buddhist,
healings are also incorporated into weekly ceremonies or major celebrations. Here is an example.
In the second weekly ceremony of the lunar year
2001, held on January 28, more than sixty people,
including children, went to the temple from neighboring cities and towns, such as Somerville, Malden,
Everett, and Cambridge. At the temple gate, fresh
mandarin oranges were served free—as Buddha’s
presents—and were believed to bring happiness and
good luck to the receivers. After chanting Chu Dai Bi
(Great Compassion dharanis), the Master gave a
brief talk, in which he mentioned dream-prophecies
and contacts with the dead; he also reminded people
about the special ceremony of “offering sacrifices to
[malevolent] stars to relieve bad luck,” scheduled on
the fifteenth day of the first month of the lunar calendar, for those whose fates were under the bad
influence of malicious stars. These people were
invited to fill out a special form available on a table
placed along the entrance to the ritual hall. They
should provide their full names as well as Buddhist
names (if applicable), addresses, and phone numbers. The names would be read in the ritual, together with sacrifices offered to the malevolent stars.
The addition of the Chinese astrology–based ceremony to the traditional Vietnamese Buddhist agenda of praying for peace, cau an, in commemoration
of the lunar New Year is also practiced in several
Buddhist temples in the United States. This is to
ensure people a peaceful year with healing effectiveness.
Buddhists and Ancestor Worship
Like the Temple Vietnam in Roslindale, the Boston
Buddhist Temple also reserves a large altar for the
dead—whose ashes and pictures are preserved
there—who preferred to be remembered in a
Buddhist space after their departure from this
world. Their pictures are hung on the wall and, at
the altar, incense is always lit.
It is impossible to speak of the spiritual life of the
Vietnamese without a word about ancestor worship.
Research has shown that the altar of ancestors is of
special significance for the Vietnamese, both
Catholics and non-Catholics.10 The Vietnamese
have a deep gratitude for their ancestors and believe
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in their blessings and protection. An altar for the
ancestors may not physically occupy a place in the
household, but it always exists in the minds and
hearts of the Vietnamese. In March 2001, after a
series of several minor accidents happened to her
family, Ms. Loan Ho of Somerville, who had had no
altar in her house, bought some fruit to offer as sacrifice and burned incense, praying to Heaven,
Buddha, and her ancestors to protect her family
from bad luck. Subsequently, she and her family felt
much calmer and safer.11 Praying to ancestors when
one feels stressed from the pressures of life is not
only an expression of faith in supernatural power,
but is also a chance to review family tradition to
strengthen one’s spirit and overcome challenges
from within and without.
In Vietnamese Buddhist families, the altars to
Buddha and to the ancestors are set up as a solemn
place within the house and always coexist, without
any contradiction.
Tibetan Buddhist Healings in a Vietnamese
Mahayanist Temple
In the newsletter the Mahayanist Temple Vietnam
published in celebration of the lunar Year of the
Snake, 2001, there are two news items reporting on
the visit and various activities of a Tibetan Buddhist
delegation headed by the Venerable Khen Rinpoche
Kelsang Namgyal, current director of the Monastery
Gaden Jangtse in South India. The delegation stayed
at the Temple Vietnam for one week, 17–23 April
2000. They prayed in the mornings, constructed a
mandala, diagnosed diseases, and gave traditional
Tibetan medicines to both Vietnamese and
American patients during the day and lectured in
the evenings. On Sunday, 23 April, the delegation,
together with the Vietnamese Buddhist nun Thich
Nu Gioi Chau, conducted a special ceremony in
which the Samanta-mukuha Sutra (or Pham pho
mon, in Vietnamese, the twenty-fifth sutra in the
Lotus Sutra) was chanted and Tibetan Buddhist rituals were performed. After the mandala-eradication
ceremony, the Tibetan lama presented each participant with a statue of Avalokitesvara and a small bottle of colored sand from the eradicated mandala.
Worshiped in the recipient’s household, the bottle is
believed to bring peace and safety to all members of
the family. It is also said that placing the bottle above
the forehead of a dying person will help that individual achieve reincarnation into a higher world.
Asked if there was any conflict in holding Tibetan
Buddhist activities in a Vietnamese Mahayanist
temple, Mr. Minh Vo, a member of the administrative committee of the Temple Vietnam, replied, “Not
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at all. Open-mindedness and generosity are characteristics of Buddhism in saving people from miseries
and sufferings.”12
The Vietnamese find the Buddhist temple to be a
place of religious accommodation. In the temple,
they can meet a monk who is also a religious healer,
as at the Boston Buddhist Temple. They can feel at
home in the temple because there is no need to leave
behind their deep faith in their ancestors’ blessings
and protection at the temple gate. And, inside the
temple, various religious resources can heal them.
Elderly Catholics and Their Associations
Based on the number of people who go to Catholic
churches on Sundays, the total number of
Vietnamese Catholics in the Boston area is said to be
about three thousand.13 They belong mainly to five
parishes: Chelsea, Dorchester (St. Peter and St.
William’s Churches), Heaver Hill, Malden, and
South Boston. The Vietnamese Apostolate in Boston
is very proud to receive special spiritual support
from His Eminence, Bernard Francis Cardinal Law,
who regularly sponsors Christmas celebrations for
the community.
Mr. Chan Phan of Cambridge is a Vietnamese
Catholic in his eighties. He suffers from severe asthma and kidney problems. Although he has undergone a number of kidney operations, Mr. Chan’s
health is now stable. In addition to the altars to Jesus
Christ and the Virgin Mary set up in a solemn place
in the living room of his family apartment, Mr.
Chan also has a smaller altar in his own room. A
devout Catholic, Mr. Chan goes to church regularly
every Sunday. At home, his daily routine includes
reading the Bible, praying before the altar in his
room, and listening to recordings of Catholic lectures in Vietnamese. One of his favorites is a series
of audiocassettes entitled “Tinh Me Yeu Con”
(“Mother’s Love for Her Children”).14 On the second and the fourth tapes of this series are recorded
a few stories of how the Virgin Mary protected her
believers and cured their illnesses.
One of the stories in the series tells of a French
engineer who found in his yard a statue of the
Virgin Mary broken in two. The engineer restored
the statue and placed it on his family altar. One day,
he received a call from a doctor informing him
about the health of his daughter, who lived far away
from him. The doctor told him of the serious condition of his daughter, afflicted with a sudden and
life-threatening illness, and asked him to come to
the hospital immediately before it became too late.
Rushing to prepare for his trip, the engineer did not
forget to pray, with his entire mind and heart, in
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front of the Virgin Mary’s altar, murmuring, “Dear
Mother, please save my beloved daughter.” When he
arrived at the hospital, his daughter’s condition had
stabilized. The doctor could not explain her sudden
recovery, but the engineer understood, from the
very depth of his heart, that the cure was the magic
protection of the Virgin Mary.
Mr. Chan loves to listen to the tapes and plays
them repeatedly, his religious faith strong. In his
words, because of his belief in God and the Virgin
Mary, and thanks to their protection, he has survived several serious operations.15
Mrs. Phan of Cambridge is also in her eighties, yet
she is healthy and clearheaded. She lives in the
Inman Square neighborhood but, instead of attending a church nearby, she takes the subway to
Malden, where she is a member of an elderly
Catholic association in the Catholic church there.
The association has about forty members, who all
are in their sixties or older. They get together every
Sunday at the church to read the Bible in groups
before attending the weekly ceremony conducted in
Vietnamese. Like the other members in her association, Mrs. Phan considers recent natural disasters
and catastrophes caused by human beings to be
“regional apocalypses.” At the weekly meetings, the
members encourage each other to live a good
Catholic life according to God’s wishes. The association is very supportive of its members. They often
visit members who fall sick, and they pray together
for their recovery. Besides being an expression of the
strong religious faith shared by all of the association
members, this form of praying is also believed to
have healing effectiveness.16
The Supreme Master Ching Hai International
Association and Its Restricted Circle
The Supreme Master Ching Hai Meditation
Association17 practices the “Quan Yin Method”
(“Contemplation of the Sound Current”). The
method is said to assist practitioners in “gain[ing] a
happy and more relaxed life, liberate [himself/herself], and save five generations of [his/her] family.”18
No outsiders may participate in the meditation
practices of the association.19 There are two types of
group members:
1. Initiates. Full vegetarian, they receive initiation,
practice the Quan Yin Method for two and a half
hours a day, and keep the five precepts. By so doing,
“he or she will not need to reincarnate ever again.”20
2. “Part-time students,”21 or those who are not
quite ready to practice the Quan Yin Method but
who are willing to follow the Convenient Method of

meditation. “This practice involves half an hour of
meditation a day and adherence to a vegetarian diet
for at least ten days per month. It also can lead to a
relaxed and happy life, and can be a preliminary to
initiation into the Quan Yin Method. Practitioners
of the Convenient Method can save themselves, but
not their families.”22
The association has an office ambiguously called
the “Boston Center.” However, its address is never
released and only its phone number is published.23
The number of initiates and “part-time students”
remains unknown. The center holds its weekly
group meditation in a private home in Sharon,
Massachusetts.
The meditation room is located in the basement,
large enough to receive about thirty people. Shelves
along all four walls are filled with the Supreme
Master’s teachings, published in different languages,
in the form of audiocassettes, videos, and books. All
of the publications are for sale.
Several Vietnamese people in the Boston area are
affiliated in some way with the association.
However, they are not willing to speak to outsiders.
This recalls a passage in an article by Howard ChuaEoan, which reads: “One admitted, though, that
‘believers are not allowed to speak to outsiders without permission from above.’”24
On the video Life Continues Forever: Asia 2000,
Ocean of Love Tour, the Supreme Master Ching Hai
explains how the Quan Yin Method can help its
practitioners overcome the fear of death and experience eternal life. Taking the physical body of human
beings as the vehicle of life, the Master believes that
meditation is a “temporary death,” which allows the
practitioner to travel to the other world.
Accordingly, the practitioner can experience “death”
time and again and gradually become familiar with
it. Thus, meditation is a means of coming into contact with death, going through death momentarily,
and acknowledging the continuation of life.
The cult has its own philosophy of illness and
healing. Meditation is also the communicational
path between human and God. Through sincere
meditation, the practitioner may receive God’s healing. However, the practitioner must be aware of
wrong actions he or she engaged in, not only in the
present, but also in the past, as the cause of illnesses.
Illnesses are also warnings from God, reminding
people of their known and unknown misdeeds.
Therefore, living a virtuous life is a way to keep us
healthy, physically and spiritually. In addition, the
cult believes that “Most sickness comes from meat,
fish, and all kinds of animal products.” Being vege-
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tarian not only prevents diseases, but also keeps one
conscious of the interconnection and interrelatedness between human beings and other creatures: “If
we save others’ lives, our life will be saved.”25
Although the number of the Vietnamese practitioners of the Quan Yin method remains unknown,
it would be a shortcoming if they were omitted from
the religious picture described here. I know a few
Vietnamese who belong to the association, but who
refuse to give any interviews on the subject of their
practices. Their voices are not heard, but their existence is significant, and the Vietnamese in the area
often speak of Mr. A or Mrs. B of “Madame Thanh
Hai’s Cult” (Dao ba Thanh Hai) with great interest
and curiosity.
Some Final Remarks
In Boston, it is not unusual to meet a few
Vietnamese Buddhists among the people attending
church in celebration of Christmas. One may occasionally find a small altar dedicated to ancestors in a
Vietnamese Catholic family, and one should not be
surprised to hear a Buddhist confirm her or his faith
in ancestor worship. These facts represent the spirit
of religious accommodation in the Vietnamese
community.
The Vietnamese religious leaders also function as
unofficial counselors in the community. Religious
healing is understood in its broadest sense. On the
one hand, it helps people keep their spiritual balance
when dealing with the various familial and societal
issues faced in daily life. On the other hand, religions seem to retreat from dealing directly with
maladies. Religious people agree that medicine must
play the main role in curing sickness, and religion
should remain a supportive force in the healing
process. This division entails a clear dichotomy
between “religious” and “superstitious.” All those
interviewed as part of this survey regard the absence
of spirit mediums and the like as a progressive sign
demonstrating the acculturation of the community
in the United States.
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